WINDSOR NURSERY SCHOOL
Celebrating Children’s Learning 2016-17

Reading & referencing

Take a look at some of the ways we have
improved learning and development
opportunities for children this year

Reading for a purpose

First hand experiences

Stimulate learning

ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENTS
First Hand Real Learning Adventures
Our environment has been enhanced to offer
experiences that have real meaning and can be
child led

Having friends to play with is a fabulous way to learn

The world looks different when you are up high

SENSORY/PHYSICAL OPPORTUNITIES
Competent learners

Look at the mathematical knowledge that is being applied here

Physical confidence and sensory integration is
an essential building block for competent
learning—look how this has been developed

Size, shape, colour, weight, length, quantity are all in action

The children’s outcomes this year are fantastic - well done to everyone for all your hard work

Thank you to all of our parents—for letting us share in this precious time with your children

What we look for in children & support to develop—Resilience, confidence, a can do attitude, fun and laughter, concentration, reasoning, adaptability, responsibility, creativity

The Governors would like to share with you the remarkable work that has happened in Windsor this year

PLAY

We have researched effective ways of
supporting play at different developmental
stages to ensure we offer children challenge

QUALITY OF INTERACTIONS
Staff recognise teachable moments
We have focused upon identifying the next
best step for each child ‘in the moment’ to
develop their learning

INCLUSION FOR ALL
Ensuring children feel they belong
We have focused upon children’s well-being
and involvement levels to ensure all children
feel, loved, respected, nurtured and known

The children’s outcomes this year are fantastic— well done to everyone for all your hard work

Look at the photographs and see if you can see the characteristics being demonstrated

Being motivated to learn, being active and being able to apply what you know are essential characteristics for learning and for life

To offer challenge to children’s thinking

